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Abstract
Faculty of Architecture and Engineering
Supervisor: Igli HAKRAMA

Electronic Government Citizens Information System (e-GCIS) is a wise and
incessant business between government and citizens. It is a way of gathering
government and citizens in one place, accomplishing their tasks and responsibilities all
together in an efficient, cost-effective, transparent and accessible mode.
Nowadays technology is growing faster and the need to be on progression with
it makes us follow the development of technology in different countries of the world.
Trying to digitalize the government’s services is not so easy for developing countries,
moreover for the countries under the development processes.
Kosovo is one of the youngest born countries in the world and it is in its infancy
of great development. This thesis aims the creation of an electronic system in digitizing
some public services to citizens that may be offered by the Kosovo’s government.
Providing efficient and effective services to citizens makes this system with its
own applications more user-friendly and accessible anywhere and anytime by anyone.
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Abstrakt
Fakulteti i Arkitekturës dhe Inxhinierisë
Udhëheqës: Igli HAKRAMA

Sistemi Elektronik i Informimit të Qeverisë dhe Qytetarëve (SEIQQ) është një
biznes i mençur dhe i pandërprerë midis qeverisë dhe qytetarëve. Kjo është një mënyrë
për të mbledhur qeverinë dhe qytetarët në një vend për të kryer detyrat dhe përgjegjësitë
e tyre të gjithë së bashku në një mënyrë efikase, me kosto efektive, transparente dhe të
arritshme.
Në ditët e sotme teknologjia është në rritje të shpejtë dhe nevoja të ecim përpara
me të na bën të ndjekim zhvillimin e teknologjisë në vende të ndryshme të botës.
Tentimi për digjitalizimin e shërbimeve të qeverisë nuk është dhe aq i lehtë për vendet
në zhvillim, për më tepër për vendet të cilat janë në proceset e zhvillimit.
Kosova është një prej shteteve më të reja të lindura në botë dhe është në hapat e
parë të zhvillimit të madh. Kjo punë diplome ka për qëllim të krijoj një sistem
elektronik të digjitalizimit të disa shërbimeve publike për qytetarët që mund të ofrohen
nga qeveria e Kosovës.
Ofrimi i shërbimeve efikase dhe efektive për qytetarët e bën këtë sistem me
aplikacionet e veta shumë më të lehtë në përdorim dhe të arritshëm kudo dhe kurdo nga
kushdo.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The rapid growth of technology and a wide usage of Internet have radically
changed the life of nowadays. Walking ceaselessly with time innovations is a difficult
achievement, but not an impossible one. Contemporary e-government is being a
relevant business done all around the world. An interaction business between
government and citizens is a wise and persistent work that brings easiness and
satisfaction to both parties. E-government is a modern bridge that ties government and
citizens somewhere in the middle accomplishing their tasks and responsibilities all
together in an efficient and effective manner.

Electronic Government Citizens Information System is a proposed system for
bringing up to date the public administration in Kosovo, which is one of the youngest
born countries in the world and it is in its infancy of progression. This thesis aims the
creation of an electronic system in digitizing some public services to citizens that may
be offered by the Kosovo’s government.

In 2005, European Commission has ascertained twenty basic public services,
twelve for citizens and eight for businesses. It has also presented a four-stage
framework for the availability of services, which consist of information, one-way
interaction, two-way interaction and full electronic case handling.

-2According to the European Commission ascertainment for citizens’ public
services, the services that are set to be included in the Electronic Government Citizens
Information System are:

Income taxes service aims to offer the procedures and the necessary
instructions for taxes that citizens are obliged to. The citizen should fill in the
form of income taxes that can be found on the web.

Job Search service is one the most important services that this project
aims to. The goal is the attenuation of the level of unemployment in the country.
Each citizen of the Kosovo is going to have her/his own account, by providing
the whole information for herself/himself. The government will cooperate with
businesses for jobs needed and then from the information of each citizen in the
system, it would be more easily for the government to find a job for each of its
citizen. After finding a job for a specific citizen, the civil servant, who is always
going to be in charge of citizen’ services, will contact that citizen via phone
number or e-mail provided in her/his account. In this way, we intent to attenuate
the unemployment level and gain the citizens’ satisfaction.

Social Security Benefits service offers the benefits that different layers of
society may profit. The first ones that may profit from this service are the
unemployed citizens that may find here the necessary information for their
benefits. The second ones are the invalid people that may find here the necessary
information for their benefits. The third ones are the families that may profit for

-3their allowances. And the fourth ones are the students that may profit for their
grants.

Personal Documents service offers two kinds of services. The first one is
applying for passport and driver’s license for the first time, whereas the second
one is for the renewal of those two types of personal documents.

Car Registration service provides the necessary information and needed
documents for registering a car and also renewing the registration.

Application for building permission service offers the needed
information to get a permit for building and also the necessary documents to
complete the application.

Birth and marriage certificates service offers citizens the service of
equipping them with certificates. It provides the needed information, documents
and fees for birth and marriage certificates. The needed information for each
citizen is added in the official register of births or deaths.

Announcement of moving service, which is the last service that is thought
to be served by the Electronic Government Citizens Information System. It is a
service that enables a citizen to announce her/his movement anytime and
anywhere by providing the necessary information, documents and fees in the
specific areas of the system.

-4This project aims to be a perspective project. Being like that, it is not so easy. It
needs a smart work. The research is one of the basics to complete the aims of this
project.

There are several research methods to finish a task. After finishing the
implementation part and before launching on the market I am thinking to prepare a short
questionnaire for the citizens of Kosovo and asking for their opinions about the services
I have put in this project. I will also ask if they have another requirement from the
government to improve the system. By having those statistics, it is going to be much
easier for me to know what exactly to include in this project, in order this project to be a
perspective project and to be prosper in the days of developing technology.
The research questions for this project are mainly going to be for the citizens’
needs from government, their satisfaction for current services offered and also a
prediction for future e-government services that are going to be offered.

Finally, by providing efficient and effective services to citizens, the Electronic
Government Citizens Information System with its own applications aims to be userfriendly and available anywhere and anytime by anyone. Hope it also helps for a bright
future and a strong interaction between the country and its citizens. By having all a
good cooperation and doing a smart work, we can shine the future of ourselves and our
descendants. At the end, I want to close this chapter with a wise and old Albanian
sentence: “THE UNION MAKES POWER!”
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
As every work that cannot be done without a little help, this project would also
be nonsense without having a support from others. The main and objective support is
given from the literature that others have prepared for modernizing public services,
electronic government, citizens and their interaction.

In 2005, the European Commission [1] has presented twenty basic public
services, twelve for citizens and eight for businesses. In that publication, European
Commission also presented a four-stage framework in developing those public services.
The four-stage framework of European Commission consisted of information, one-way
interaction, two-way interaction and full electronic case handling. The overview of best
practices at that time presented from e-Government actions in Europe were South
Yorkshire e-services in United Kingdomi, Eastserve getting the local community online
in East Manchester in United Kingdomii, Benefit Express in Halton Borough Council in
United Kingdomiii, E-procurement in Piemonte in Italyiv, Public e-Procurement in
Norwayv.

Bringing in life an idea one firstly has to observe the environment where it is
going to be served and the people to whom it is going to be served. One of the secrets
that some of ideas succeed is the question of what is the profit of others from this idea
by making observations in different ways. Whereas, the mistake that most do is taking a
risk without considering some important things before leading to failure. E-government

-6offering services to citizens, without knowing what they want is the frequently mistake
that countries have done in modernizing those services. Cook [2] in the paper “What
Citizens Want from E-Government” has written for the services that citizens want to
make electronically by stating that most of the countries have either asked citizens for
their wants or plan to do so in a near future. In the study, Cook has found out the wants
of citizens, among which the most wanted one was renewing a driver’s license,
followed by voter registration, state park information and reservations, ordering birth,
death, and marriage certificates. A successful interaction between government and
citizen may lead the electronic government system to be on top.

In 2008, a strategy of e-government was finished by the Department of
Information Technology in Kosovo [3], in which was stated that until the end of the
2015 the Public Administration in Kosovo is going to be modernized. Taking in
consideration that strategy and being a citizen of Kosovo, my project includes some of
more needed services to citizens I have thought with a citizen mind. Achieving
successfully a goal needs a lot of research and work, which is easily done by the help of
others, due the main actors of the system.

Outside the world, a lot of researches have been done about electronic
government and citizen issue. According to The Dutch Usage Case [4], the Netherlands
is the first European countries having e-Government programs. Taking in consideration
the survey that is done in the Netherlands, the authors of the survey Dijk, Pieterson,
Deuren and Ebbers [4] have observed a variety of factors lagging of usage online public
services, such as a gap between supply and demand of online services, than a lack of
motivation, physical access and digital skills. They also prepared an online

-7questionnaire for the Dutch citizens having computers, and the other citizens that did
not have computers were interviewed by telephone. The results varied from those two
types of surveys and had great differences in results, showing that the need to make
advance and have an easiness in usage of public services, not just in the Netherlands,
but also in other countries, requests a wise work of professionals and specialists.

The research questions used in the Dutch Usage Case [4] were:

What is the actual usage of e-Services by Dutch citizens?

What is the potential usage of e-Services by Dutch citizens?

What are the attitudes towards use of e-Services of Dutch citizens?

What is the level of knowledge about the availability of e-Services of Dutch
citizens?

Who are the users in terms of social characteristics and of media or channel
use o services?

For sure the questions were different for the two types of surveys, but the main
reason I included some of those research questions above is that they may be a little
help in orienting the others prepare their research questions for their surveys, even
though they varies from the need of the citizens and potential of government realization
in their countries.

-8E-Services offered in Dutch Municipalities are notification of the need of waste
collection, application for a building permit, appointment to apply for a passport,
request for a certificate of birth or citizenship, notification of address change.

In the report of Brannen [5] for e-government in California, the e-government
definition is given as a vice-versa process between government and public, in providing
and receiving services respectively. A good proposal of e-government considered form
that report was having a reduction cost of government or an increase of program
efficiency and effectiveness, a needed and accessible proposal of public services for
citizens, a confidential privacy, an accurate description of Customer Support schedule, a
define proposal for fees paid by public, an operational framework for a short time and
an ownership of professional staff.

Anything that is in the process of development has easiness and difficulties. The
innovation of electronic government also has its own advantages and challenges in
countries developing it. One of the reports I found for my thesis about e-government
was the report of Alsheha [6] discussing the advantages and challenges of Saudi Arabia
in implementing its e-government program called YESSER. Knowing that the
implementation of such program would not be easy, the vision of YESSER was that by
the end of 2010, everyone in the kingdom will be able to enjoy world class government
service from anywhere and at anytime in a user-friendly and secure way. The
advantages that the kingdom had in implementing the e-government mentioned in the
report were the reduction cost of communication by the usage of Internet, time factor, a
better quality of Internet service and transparency of government to citizens. Whereas,
the challenges were the absence of monitoring agencies for accountability, complex

-9rules and regulations of government agencies, a need of qualified staff and a lack usage
of internet users.

Among many topics discussed about the e-government, the discussion about its
progression was not left either. Reddick [7], in his paper has shown some results of the
evolution of e-government demonstrated by many surveys. He mentioned two sides of
e-government adoption, which were the supply side that examines e-government
offerings and the demand side that examines interaction between e-government and
citizen. According to the perspective of supply side, the e-government was firstly
informational, even though there were some additional movement into online
transactions. Whereas based on the perspective of demand side, the citizens are more
willing to use information than transaction services through e-government portals.
Reddick [7], in his paper, has also given a hypothesis about the interaction of citizens
with e-government. He grouped the citizens in the categories of social-demographic, edemocracy and citizen interaction, by explaining for each group the most and specific
users of e-government services.

Technology used in a system has a significant relevance in its success or in its
failure. That is the reason why a developer should be careful in choosing the right
technology for any system to develop. Current Technology and Open Issues [8] is a
journal article for nowadays activities in the e-services areas written by Piloura and
Tsalgatidou. In their article, they have explained the concept and architecture of eservices by a deep mean usage of standards in the e-services infrastructure. Nowadays
what matters is the functionality of the e-service with respect of technology that has
been used to build it.

- 10 Conceptual Model of Citizen Adoption E-Government [9] is one of the papers
presented in the 2nd International Conference on Innovations in Information Technology
for the citizens’ aspect of e-government. This paper explains two aspect of egovernment usage. In one hand it mentions the bright sights of online services, such as
cost and time saving, efficient payment methods, transparency of government. In the
other hand, it dares to mention the dark side of it, which is the low adoption rate.
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is a model of technology acceptance in IS
research that explains the adoption of e-government usage through four determinants,
which are perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, trust and perceived risk.

Alshawi, Alahmary and Alalwany [10], in their paper have presented the
evaluation of e-government by citizen’s perspective. They have divided the evaluation
factors into groups, such as technical issues, economical issues, and social issues. In
technical issues they have included performance and accessibility, in the economical
issues cost saving was included, whereas the social issues consisted of openness, trust,
perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness.

As many countries that have put in use the public services via Internet and want
to have a survey in their efficiency and effectiveness, Romania also had a case in
adoption and usage of e-government services. The Case of Romania [11] was mainly
based in the main factors on e-government adoption taking in consideration the
technology acceptance model (TAM) from the Conceptual Model of Citizen Adoption
E-Government [9]. As it was found from the surveys, the factors on e-government
adoption were the perceived easiness of use, usefulness and quality that cause the
satisfaction of citizens and simultaneously the adoption of e-government. Finding all

- 11 this easiness in usage of e-services in Romania had the people with highly education,
meaning that those e-services may have not been dedicated to, but accessible yet only to
those people with high education. So, to have efficiency and effectiveness in adoption
of e-government services, Romania should organize attractive campaigns by properly
targeting users for the benefits that they would gain from the e-services.

The paper of Jaeger and Matteson [12] examines the importance of the
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) for e-government websites offered to the
persons with disabilities. In accordance with their studies, they found that the persons
with disabilities face into many problems using e-governments websites, such as
enlargement of screen, reader of screen, alternate color schemes, problems with
consistency and clarity of context, orientation, and navigation. The system of interaction
between e-government and citizens is also thought for persons with disabilities, even
not in the degree the Jaeger and Matteson [12] have studied the issues in their paper.

The way how an e-government should be delivered was the issue discussed in
the article of Howard [13], who gives a difference list between a web site and enterprise
portal, in which is seen a relevance in delivering the services to citizens. In the opinion
of Howard [13], the enterprise portal is the way the government should deliver the
services to its citizens, since it helps in completing the citizens’ wants and needs
without going through the bureaucratic ways.

Success and failure are inseparable parts of innovations. Since the
implementation of e-government has started, it has shown successes and failures. Dada
[14] has written a literature review of the failures of e-government in developing

- 12 countries, in which the main reason why the most of developing countries fail in
implementing the e-government systems is the hole between the current reality and the
future design of the system. The gaps the system fails are gaps of hard-soft, privatepublic, and country context.

The electronic form of government aims a lifelong usage. Having a successful
and long life, one should fulfill some criteria. In the future for developing an egovernment, Jaeger and Thompson [15] in their report mentioned that government
should take in consideration some of the future challenges, such as the usage of required
technologies, the education of citizens about the e-government value, a useful access to
information and services, provision of consistent and reliable access of electricity,
telecommunication and Internet, issues of language and communication, the
participation of persons with disabilities in their e-government programs.

Getting accurate and useful information for something that is an innovation and
in the process of developing in most of the countries, is an enjoyment, furthermore it is
a great satisfaction when you realize the implementation form in the end.

- 13 -

Chapter 3
Software Analysis and Design
In this chapter, the Electronic Government Citizens Information System is going
to be deeply analyzed in theoretical way, and in the next chapter the implementation
part is going to be explained. The theoretical analysis consists of system requirements
done by UML (Unified Modeling Language), which is a de facto standard for objectoriented modelling that is going to be used for the more detailed descriptions of the eGCIS’s functions, services, and operational constraints.

3.1

System Requirements
Based on the definitions given in the book of Sommerville [16], the system

requirements are more detailed descriptions of the software system’s functions,
services, and operational constraints. The system requirements documents (sometimes
called a functional specification) should define exactly what is to be implemented. It
may be part of the contract between the system buyer and the software developers.

3.1.1 Functional Requirements
Sommerville book [16] says that functional requirements are statements of
service the system should provide, how it should react to particular inputs, and how it
should behave in particular situations. In some cases, the functional requirements may
also explicitly state what the system should not do.

- 14 The Functional Requirements of e-GCIS are:

Register Requirement, in which the e-GCIS should show the user the
main menu screen, which consists of two options, one login and the other
register option. If the user is using the system for the first time, then the user
should go to the register option on the screen. The register screen will prompt
the user to enter the email, password and also password confirmation. After the
registration is done, a confirmation email is sent to the user for authentication.
Successful registration prompts the user anywhere s/he wants. The system routes
the correct government server.

Login Requirement, in which the e-GIS should show the user the main
menu screen, which consists of two options, one login and the other register
option. If the user has been already registered, then s/he should go to the login
option on the screen. The server should authenticate this information. The
system routes to the correct government server.

Fill in Requirement is another functional requirement, in which e-GCIS
should show the user the fill in form of income taxes after s/he is logged in.
After filling in the form, the e-GIS should show the user that the action is
successfully finished and prompt wherever the user wants to go. Then the
system routes the correct government server.

Request Social Security Benefits Requirement is another functional
requirement, in which the e-GCIS should show the user options in this service.
The benefits that the user may profit from this are: unemployment benefits,

- 15 invalid benefits, family allowances and student grants. Depending on the request
from the user, the e-GCIS prompt the user to the desired option and after
completing it successfully the user may request to prompt to another action or
may log out.

Receive Social Security Benefits Requirement, in which the e-GCIS
should show the user the benefit received from her/his request in this service.
After receiving the benefit successfully the user may request to prompt to
another action or may log out.

Apply for Personal Documents Requirement is another functional
requirement, in which the e-GCIS should show the user apply options for
personal documents, passport or driver’s license. Depending on the request from
the user, the e-GCIS prompt the user to the desired option and after completing
it successfully the user may request to prompt to another action or may log out.

Renew Personal Documents Requirement, in which the e-GCIS should
show the user renew options for personal documents, passport or driver’s
license. Depending on the request from the user, the e-GCIS prompt the user to
the desired option and after completing it successfully the user may request to
prompt to another action or may log out.

Apply for Car Registration Requirement is another functional
requirement, in which the e-GCIS should show the user apply options for car
registration. After filling in the form and paying the fees needed, the user

- 16 finishes successfully the application and may log out if s/he does not want to
complete another action.

Renew Car Registration Requirement, in which the e-GCIS should show
the user renew options for car registration. After filling in the form and paying
the fees needed, the user finishes successfully the renewal and may log out if
s/he does not want to complete another action.

Apply for Building Permission Requirement is another functional
requirement, in which the e-GCIS should show the user apply option for
building permission. After filling in the form and paying the fees needed, the
user finishes successfully the application and may log out if s/he does not want
to complete another action.

Apply for Certificates Requirement, in which the e-GCIS should show
the user apply options for certificates, birth or marriage. Depending on the
request from the user, the e-GCIS prompt the user to the desired option and after
completing it successfully the user may request to prompt to another action or
may log out.

Announce Moving Requirement is another functional requirement, in
which the e-GCIS should show the user announce moving option. After
completing the announcement successfully, the user may continue to other
actions into the system or may log out.

- 17 Send Request Requirement, in which the e-GCIS should show the user
send request option for anything that s/he want to ask the Customer Care
Service.

Print Requirement is another functional requirement, in which the eGCIS should show the user print option in services of income taxes, personal
documents, car registration, apply for building permission, certificates and
announcement of moving. The user may print any of the option that prompts to
the e-GCIS.

3.1.2 Non-functional Requirements
Non-functional requirements in Sommerville book [16] are defined as
constraints on the services or functions offered by the system. They include timing
constraints, constraints on the development process, and constraints imposed by
standards. Non-functional requirements often apply to the system as a whole, rather
than individual system features or services.

Non-functional Requirements of e-GCIS are:

Reliability Requirement, in which the system should store data of an active user
whenever:

 a new user is registered
 user has just filled in the income taxes form
 user has just applied in any of the forms offered

- 18  user has just renewed any of the document forms offered
 user has just announced her/his moving
 user has just sent a request to the customer care service
 a user password is changed.

The system should store the data of an active customer care servant
whenever that servant has just sent a response to the user and it also
should reboot automatically if there is any power failure and restore all
stored data to the user accounts.

Availability Requirement, in which the e-GCIS should be available and run all
the time stably. The Government Server should be available and run all the time stably.
The Customer Care Service should be available all the time.

Security Requirement, in which the system requires a password to permit the
login of user. The system should require the user know the account number and
password.

Maintainability Requirement, in which the source code should be available to
the developers.

3.2

Users Profile
The users of Electronic Government Citizens Information System are:

Citizen User is the person, who uses the e-GCIS services.

- 19 Civil Servant is the person, who is in charge to give responses the citizen
users’ requests in any case for e-GCIS services.

Administrator is the system maintainer, who is in charge of the system
maintenance.

3.3

UML Diagrams

3.3.1 Use Case Diagram and Description
The Electronic Government Citizens Information System is going to have use
cases for two its main actors, citizen user and civil servant.

The use cases for citizen user are according to the electronic public services
offered by the system.

- 20 -

Figure 3-1 General Use Case for Citizen User

- 21 The First Use Case is Registration Use Case

The main actors in this use case are citizen user and e-GCIS. The e-GCIS
should show the user the main menu screen, which consists of two options, one
login and the other register option. If the user is using the system for the first
time, then the user should go to the register option on the screen. The register
screen will prompt the user to enter the email, password and also password
confirmation. After the registration is done, a confirmation email is sent to the
user for authentication. Successful registration prompts the user anywhere s/he
wants. The system routes the correct government server.

The Second Use Case is Login Use Case

The main actors in this use case are citizen user and e-GCIS. The e-GCIS
should show the user the main menu screen, which consists of two options, one
login and the other register option. If the user has been already registered, then
s/he should go to the login option on the screen. The login screen will prompt
the user for the email and password. The server should authenticate this
information. The system routes to the correct government server.

The Third Use Case is Fill in Use Case

The main actors in this use case are citizen user and e-GCIS. The e-GCIS
should show the user the fill in form and print option of income taxes after s/he
is logged in. After filling in the form, the e-GIS should show the user that the
action is successfully finished and asks if s/he wants to print the form or not. If
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the user wants to go. Then the system routes the correct government server.

The Fourth Use Case is Request SS Benefits Use Case

The main actors in this use case are citizen user and e-GCIS. The e-GCIS
should show the user options of social security (SS) benefits. The benefits that
the user may profit from this are: unemployment benefits, invalid benefits,
family allowances and student grants. Depending on the request from the user,
the e-GCIS prompt the user to the desired option and after completing it
successfully the user may request to prompt to another action or may log out.

The Fifth Use Case is Receive SS Benefits Use Case

The main actors in this use case are citizen user and e-GCIS. The e-GCIS
should show the user the benefit of social security (SS) received from her/his
request in this service. After receiving the benefit successfully the user may
request to prompt to another action or may log out.

The Sixth Use Case is Apply for PD Use Case

The main actors in this use case are citizen user and e-GCIS. The e-GCIS
should show the user apply options for personal documents (PD), passport or
driver’s license. Depending on the request from the user, the e-GCIS prompt the
user to the desired option and after completing it successfully the user may print
the form of document wanted, request to prompt to another action or may log
out.
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The main actors in this use case are citizen user and e-GCIS. The e-GCIS
should show the user renew options for personal documents, passport or driver’s
license. Depending on the request from the user, the e-GCIS prompt the user to
the desired option and after completing it successfully the user may request to
prompt to another action or may log out.

The Eighth Use Case is Apply for a CR Use Case

The main actors in this use case are citizen user and e-GCIS. The e-GCIS
should show the user apply options for car registration (CR). After filling in the
form and paying the fees needed, the user finishes successfully the application,
may print the form or may log out if s/he does not want to complete another
action.

The Ninth Use Case is Renew the CR Use Case

The main actors in this use case are citizen user and e-GCIS. The e-GCIS
should the user renew options for car registration (CR). After filling in the form
and paying the fees needed, the user finishes successfully the renewal and may
log out if s/he does not want to complete another action.

The Tenth Use Case is Apply for BP Use Case

The main actors in this use case are citizen user and e-GCIS. The e-GCIS
should show the user apply option for building permission (BP). After filling in
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application, may print the form or may log out if s/he does not want to complete
another action.

The Eleventh Use Case is Apply for Certificates Use Case

The main actors in this use case are citizen user and e-GCIS. The e-GCIS
should show the user apply options for certificates, birth or marriage. Depending
on the request from the user, the e-GCIS prompt the user to the desired option
and after completing it successfully the user may print the form, request to
prompt to another action or may log out.

The Twelfth Use Case is Announce Moving Use Case

The main actors in this use case are citizen user and e-GCIS. The e-GCIS
should show the user announce moving option. After completing the
announcement successfully, the user may print the form, may continue to other
actions into the system or may log out.

The Thirteenth Use Case is Send Request Use Case

The main actors in this use case are citizen user and e-GCIS. The e-GCIS
should show the user sending request option for anything that s/he wants to ask
the Customer Care Service.

The Fourteenth Use Case is Print Use Case
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should show the user print option in services of income taxes, personal
documents, car registration, apply for building permission, certificates and
announcement of moving. The user may print any of the option that prompts to
the e-GCIS.

The use cases for civil servant are according to the electronic public services
offered by the system.

Figure 3-2 Use Case for Civil Servant

The First Use Case is Inform Use Case

The main actors in this use case are civil servant and e-GCIS. The eGCIS should show the user inform option of job search service, when there is
any information for each citizen that a job has been found for her/him by the
cooperation of government with businesses. The servant informs the citizen by
email or telephone number provided in her/his account.

The Second Use Case is Send Response Use Case

- 26 The main actors in this use case are civil servant and e-GCIS. The eGCIS should show the user sending response option for the request that citizen
has requested to the Customer Care Service via send request option in e-GCIS.

3.3.2 Activity Diagram
The activity diagrams of Electronic Government Citizens Information System
are:

Login Activity Diagram, in which the user is logged in. If s/he logins
successfully, continues with the other actions s/he wants to finish, such as fill in,
apply, renew, announce, or print. If s/he does not login successfully, the system
acquires for another attempt of login.
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Figure 3-3 Login Activity Diagram

Fill in Activity Diagram, in which after a successful login the user fill in
the form of income taxes. Any of the required fields left blank, prompts the user
to fill in the form again. After filling in the form successfully, the user pays the
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Appendix A-1.

Apply for Activity Diagram, in which after a successful login the user
may apply for any of the needed documents, such as personal documents, car
registration, building permission or certificates. If s/he does not login
successfully, the system acquires for another attempt of login, see Appendix A-2.

Renew Activity Diagram, in which after a successful login the user may
renew any of the needed documents, such as personal documents or car
registration. If s/he does not login successfully, the system acquires for another
attempt of login, see Appendix A-3.

Print Activity Diagram, in which after a successful login the user may
print any of the needed forms, such as income taxes, personal documents, car
registration, building permission, certificates or announcement of moving. If
s/he does not login successfully, the system acquires for another attempt of
login, see Appendix A-4.

3.3.3 Sequence Diagram
The interaction between actors and the system in Electronic Government
Citizens Information System is shown through the sequence diagrams, explained and
shown below:
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any of the actions s/he wants. After finishing the action, e-GCIS returns the user
successfully at the beginning for other actions.

Figure 3-4 Apply Sequence Diagram

Renew Sequence Diagram, in which the user after is logged in, s/he can
renew any of the forms s/he wants. After finishing the action, e-GCIS returns the
user successfully at the beginning for other actions, see Appendix A-5.

Print Sequence Diagram, in which the user after is logged in, s/he can
print any of the forms s/he wants. After finishing the action, e-GCIS returns the
user successfully at the beginning for other actions, see Appendix A-6.
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3.3.4 Class Diagram
In Electronic Government Citizens Information System, class diagram that is
going to be included is:

Figure 3-5 e-GCIS Class Diagram
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3.3.5 State Diagram
The state diagrams included in the Electronic Government Citizens Information
System are for two main of the system users:

1) Citizen user state diagram, in which the user completes the actions, such as
fill in, apply and renew step by step.

Figure 3-6 Citizen User State Diagram
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2) Civil servant state diagram, in which two main duties towards the citizen
user are explained step by step.

Figure 3-7 Civil Servant State Diagram
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3.3.6 Component Diagram
The Component Diagram in Electronic Government Citizens Information
System is:

Figure 3-8 Component Diagram
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3.3.7 Software Architecture
Software Architecture is composed of Model-View-Controller pattern.

The Model represents the structure of data, stored in the database, from where
the retrieve, insert and update of information is possible.

The View is the information provided to the user.

The Controller is the interaction between pattern of Model and View to process
the HTTP request and generate the web page.

Figure 3-9 Model-View-Controller Pattern
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3.3.8 ER Diagram
In Electronic Government Citizens Information System, ER diagram that is
going to be included is:

Figure 3-10 e-GCIS ER Diagram
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Chapter 4
Implementation
Electronic Government Citizens Information System is going to be the only
place where citizens are going to finish their tasks online and not inline as they did
before.

4.1

Technology Used
Bringing in life a system, such as of the grade that Electronic Government
Citizens Information System attempts to be is not impossible, but also is not as easy as
it may be thought.

There are going to be used a variety of technological tools in coding and
implementation of the system since it is a web-based application.

HTML (HyperText Markup Language) is a standardized language that is going
to be used for creating the website of e-Government Citizens Information System and
formatting the content of the website.

PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) is a widely-used open source that is going to be
used for adding the functionality to the website of e-Government Citizens Information
System that HTML alone cannot do it.

CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) is a style sheet language that is used to add the
layout of the website.
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functional work of the e-Government Citizens Information System website.

MySQL is a database system that is going to be used to store and manage data of
the e-Government Citizens Information System.

Codeigniter is a php framework, which helps the developers finish their project
faster than writing code from the scratch, containing a rich set of libraries, simple
interface and quite clear user guide.

4.2

System Coding
As Codeigniter is based on the Model-View-Controller development pattern, the
Electronic Government Citizen Information System is also developed under this pattern.

First of all, the coding of system has started with the creation of system webpage and its design with technological tools mentioned above, HyperText Markup
Language and Cascading Style Sheet, respectively, and then jQuery was used for the
rounded icons of services.

The Codeigniter framework within itself has a good organization of folders,
which made my coding easier than I have thought. The three main folders in which I
mostly had to create files were: controllers, models and views.

The main.php file is a file in the controllers, which manipulates with data in
models folder, and then updates the files in views folder. The files created in the models
folder are those related with data to be retrieved, inserted and updated into the database
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to the users, such as login, registration, and all services offered by the system.

The Codeigniter assures security by providing a class of form validation and
XSS filtering. In Electronic Government Citizen Information System, the users are
secured in the first steps of registration by authenticating themselves. After that the
system provides encryption of passwords with md5, validating, filtering and prepping of
the data before entered into the database. The security of the users is set in the rules of
form validation in the main file of controllers.

The database of the Electronic Government Citizens Information System is
composed of too many tables, separated in a meaningful order. The specific of e-GCIS
database is that it checks for the temporary and permanent users. Unless the user
authenticates itself, it remains in the temporary users table. Once the authentication is
verified, the information of that user passes from temporary users table into permanent
users table and every action of the user in the system can be retrieved, inserted or
updated.

4.3

System Implementation
Opening the web-based application of Electronic Government Citizens
Information System, leads the user to the main page, where there are two options:
register and login options, as shown in the Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1 Electronic Government Citizens Information System

If the user is using the system for the first time, then s/he registers by clicking on
the register button, which redirects user to register form. In the register form, the user
has to provide the email, password, confirm password to the system. After the
registration is done, a confirmation email is sent to the user for authentication.
Successful registration prompts the user to the page of e-GCIS services, Figure 4-2, in
which the user is served for any service needed, such as Income Taxes, Job Search,
Social Security Benefits, Personal Documents, Car Registration, Application for
Building Permission, Birth and Marriage Certificates and Announcement of Moving.
After the successful registration, the user may login securely in the system anytime and
from anywhere for her/his wants and needs.
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Figure 4-2 e-GCIS Services
Each of the services mentioned above provides useful information and specific
forms to be completed.

In the Income Taxes page, the user fills in the form, which information then will
be securely stored in the database of e-GCIS.

In the Job Search page, if there is no free work position for her/him, in front of
the user will be prompted the message: “You will be soon informed for any free
position by one of our servants!”

In the Social Security Benefits page, the user will have opportunity of four
benefits form to request, unemployment, invalid, family allowances, and student grants.
According to her/his request, s/he will receive an email from a civil servant for the
benefit received.
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the passport and driver’s license, by filling in the forms of each of them.

In the Car Registration page, the user has the opportunity to apply or renew the
registration of car by filing in the form.

In Application for Building Permission, the user may apply by filling in the form
of building permission.

In the Birth and Marriage Certificates page, the user may apply in one of the
certificates, birth or marriage forms.

Figure 4-3 Birth and Marriage Certificates Service
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giving the correct information for new location and then in the database the information
for that user are updated.

Each of the forms is expected to be completely finished during the summer.

Electronic Government Citizens Information System is also provided in
Albanian language, as shown in the next two figures.

Figure 4-4 Electronic Government Citizens Information System in Albanian
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Figure 4-5 Services of e-GCIS in Albanian language
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
Contemporary Electronic Government Citizens Information System is going to
be the only destination where the citizens of Kosovo are going to be addressed for their
wants and needs. Even though this system is not going to include all the citizens’
services published by the European Commission [1], in the future it is thought to be an
ideal system where citizens may find all the necessary information and services.

Firstly, e-GCIS aims to be a web-based application offering citizens information
and services anytime and anywhere. After achieving its goal be a web-based
application, in a near future e-GCIS strongly intents to be also a mobile application.

Secondly, e-GCIS also aims to be created in two languages, in English and
Albanian. During this summer, the system aims to be completely finished with its forms
and in both languages.

As everything that is in its infancy has easiness and difficulties, e-GCIS is not
excluded from those easiness and difficulties. Offering services may be the easiest
thing, but one of the most challenging things is educating the citizens for the egovernment value. So before putting the system in implementation, the government
should think the way of educating its citizens for the value of the system by providing
not just efficient and effective services to citizens, but also accurate and useful
information of the usage.

- 45 Getting satisfaction as a feedback from the citizens is one of the most valuable
attainments that a government of a country may attain. Government should always be
on duty of its citizens. That a government has a significant relevance in citizens’ life, it
has been obviously proved before. So, as much as a government offers qualitative
services, that much that it gains sincere satisfaction from the most important actors of
its system, citizens in this case.

To sum up, one of the most famous Albanian erudite, Sami Frasheri has said
“The Government for Albanians is as necessary as the food they eat and the water they
drink.”
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Appendix A

Figure A-1 Fill in Activity Diagram
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Figure A-2 Apply for Activity Diagram
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Figure A-3 Renew Activity Diagram
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Figure A-4 Print Activity Diagram
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Figure A-5 Renew Sequence Diagram
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Figure A-6 Print Sequence Diagram
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